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Accelerate Your Slicing.
REQUEST A QUOTE TODAY
402-465-8845 | kohlerindustries.com
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SLICING GREATER YIELDS

The Kohler High-Speed Pepperoni Slicer is designed for continuous
operation, eliminating the need for manual loading and cutting labor
costs. It contains a maintenance friendly single belt system that
outpaces traditional multi-lane slicers by maximizing output and usable
product. Customer’s have reported up to 5% increase in yields over
comparable slicers.

INNOVATING BETTER DESIGNS

We’ve pioneered state of the art advancements on the Kohler Slicer,
including our cutting edge Automatic Reject System, which consistently
removes and disposes of unusable slices that were previously sorted
by hand. Our slicers include standardized parts that we keep in stock as
our solution for low cost ownership and heightened capacity.

MEETING HIGHER STANDARDS
The Kohler Slicer presents premium food safety features
throughout. The solid stainless steel frame reduces risk of
harboring bacteria and provides long lasting durability
for a higher return on your investment.

KOHLER

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
402-465-8845 | kohlerindustries.com

Get more per slice with
the Kohler High-Speed
Pepperoni Slicer.
Meat logs automatically
advance through the
high-speed, rotating
blade for continuous,
non-stop slicing. Our
Automatic Reject System
discards unusable slices,
maintaining slice integrity
while minimizing
product loss.
Pair with an optional,
customized infeed
conveyor automatically
loads meat sticks into the
slicer and eliminate the
need for aligning sticks by
hand. This maximizes your
operations and reduces
contamination risk.
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CUSTOM BUILT SLICER
PRODUCT TYPE

Designed for meat sticks (such as pepperoni and dry
sausage) fed end-to-end in a single lane

PRODUCT DIAMETER

Accommodates a variety of diameters, up to 63mm

PRODUCT LENGTH

Accommodates a variety of lengths, from 40” min
to 5-feet max

PRODUCT TEMP

28oF - 32oF (-2oC - 0oC) for optimal yield

YIELD

Continuous operation yields 21,000 - 30,000 slices
per minute (blade type and speed dependent)

TOLERANCE

Thin cut: 18 count at +/- 2 grams
Cracker cut: 6 count at +/- 5 grams

BLADE SPEED

3,500 - 5,000 RPM

BLADE TYPE

6-arm standard, different configurations available

REJECT SYSTEM

Included: unusable slices and log ends are separated

CONSUMABLES

Daily blade replacement or sharpening expected
(product type, temperature and volume dependent)

POWER

480 volts, 20 amp, 3-phase standard

CONTROLS

Color touch screen, password protected user logins,
program to store product recipes and slicer settings

INFEED

61” high (including 8” casters)

DISCHARGE

45.3” high (including 8” casters)

LOAD/UNLOAD
CONVEYOR

Automatic infeed (pictured below) and discharge
conveyor options available

OVERALL
DIMENSIONS

152.68” long x 43.49” wide x 74” tall

WEIGHT

3,180 pounds

SAFETY

Safety guards and switches are standard

SANITATION

Easy wash down, meets USDA regulations

MATERIAL

304 solid stainless steel frame, components and
motors

SUPPORT

Remote support included, field service available

ORIGIN

Designed and built in the USA by Kohler Industries
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SLICE TO HIGHER
STANDARDS

SCHEDULE A TEST RUN
We want your operations to succeed. That’s
why we invite you to test your product on our
equipment. Ship sample product to us or visit
our facility in person and discover how the Kohler
High-Speed Pepperoni Slicer can maximize your
production. Contact our team of processing
experts and put the it to the test.

WILL IT WORK FOR YOU?
Let us test run your product.
402-465-8845 | kohlerindustries.com
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WHY

CHOOSE US?
CUSTOM SPECS

Your product is unique.
It’s only natural your equipment
is too. Our in-house design and
assembly teams tailor-build all
machines to your needs.

IN STOCK PARTS

We keep the parts you depend
upon in stock, fairly priced,
and ready to ship quickly.
Let’s keep your operation
running smoothly.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our customers are our partners.
When you win, we win.
As such, speak directly with our
industry experts, engineers, and
technicians at any time.

EXPERIENCE

We’re not just saying we make
the cut, we are industry experts.
Our leadership team has over
100 years of combined
industry wisdom.

PEELER+SLICER

SYST E M

BUILT TOUGH

We build rugged, dependable
equipment that lasts. Benefit
from lower maintenance costs,
shorter downtimes and reduced
long-term inventory rates.

MADE IN USA

Born in the Midwest, all our
equipment is made in the
USA to ensure top quality.
We oversee every aspect of
production.

ONLY FROM

KOHLER INDUSTRIES

COMPLETE PROCESS AUTOMATION
Pair the Kohler Automatic Peeler with
the Kohler High-Speed Slicer.
Contact us to learn more.
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Kohler Industries Inc.
4925 N 56 ST
Lincoln NE 68504

(402) 465 8845
www.kohlerindustries.com
sales@kohlerindustries.com

